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Abstract

An advantageous 1D finite element model is designed in the present paper so as to analyze in an efficient way

the post-buckling behavior of sandwich beams, known to be commonly responsible for the final collapse of

such structures. An enriched beam formulation is defined, where the relatively thin skin layers are modeled

as Timoshenko-Reissner beams, as they may undergo large rotations at advanced post-buckled stages. As for

the homogeneous core layer, its complex behavior is represented by specific kinematics involving hyperbolic

functions. The numerical model is developed within a total Lagrangian formulation framework, considering

purely elastic behavior for the skins and an elastoplastic core material. The 1D finite element program

incorporates effective incremental control techniques, namely arc-length methods and branch-switching pro-

cedures, in order to cope with limit and bifurcation points due to material and geometric non-linearities. A

series of incremental calculations is performed in the case of axially compressed columns, exhibiting both

global and local buckling modes depending on the geometric and material features. Secondary bifurcations,

giving rise to unstable post-buckled solutions, are encountered in most cases due to the operating modal

interaction phenomena. The results are compared with reference numerical computations achieved using a

2D finite element customized program.

Keywords: Sandwich structures, Global/local buckling, Elastoplasticity, Modal interaction, Enriched

kinematics, Finite element modeling

1. Introduction and scope

Sandwich composites are increasingly involved in various advanced applications from aerospace, marine

or transportation industries, owing to their advantageous combined mechanical, electrical, thermal and
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optical properties, among others. Such materials are classically composed of two thin and stiff metallic or

composite skins, separated by a thicker and softer foam core. The resulting structure combines thus both

an extreme lightweight due to the low density core material, and strong mechanical properties arising from

the skins and their distance to the middle surface of the composite. In spite of all these benefits, sandwich

materials suffer from some weaknesses, mostly inherent to their heterogeneous structure. Among them, the

buckling phenomenon is known to be one of the major causes for the final collapse of such materials and

therefore it has been the subject of numerous studies in the last few decades (see [1] as one of the first leading

references in the field). One usually distinguishes two types of geometric instabilities in sandwich structures,

namely the global buckling under overall compression and the so-called wrinkling (or local buckling) of the

faces, which may appear insofar as they undergo compressive stresses. On one hand, the global buckling

of a sandwich material can be easily viewed as the classical buckling of a homogeneous structure as soon

as the equivalent properties have been properly derived. On the other hand, the local buckling analysis of

sandwiches requires the use of advanced models, since classical buckling solutions for beams or plates are

no longer valid.

A significant amount of the existing numerical contributions on sandwich buckling relies on laminated

composite displacement-based theories which are formulated on the basis of conventional assumptions

for homogeneous beams/plates. In this respect, the most elementary bending models are based upon

Euler-Bernoulli/Love-Kirchhoff hypotheses, stating that cross-sections initially perpendicular to the neu-

tral axis/plane of the beam/plate remain straight and normal to the mid-axis/plane after deformation.

As the transverse shear deformation effects are not included, these assumptions are no longer valid when

dealing with moderately thick structures. In order to overcome this shortcoming, first-order shear defor-

mation theories (FSDT, also referred to as Timoshenko/Reissner-Mindlin theories for beams/plates) have

emerged. They maintain that the deformed cross-sections remain plane, but not necessarily perpendicular

to the deformed neutral axis/plane (see [2] and [3], for instance). The resulting shear strain distributions are

uniform through the thickness (rather than parabolic as practically observed in the case of a homogeneous

structure) and thus, shear correction factors are needed so as to assess the transverse shear forces accurately.

The determination of these factors is usually not an easy task as it depends on many parameters such as

the geometry, loading and boundary conditions (see [4] for further details). Therefore, as an alternative,

higher-order shear deformation theories (HSDT) and refined shear deformation theories (RSDT) have been

developed, which enable a more realistic description of the shear strain distribution (without any correc-

tion), thanks to the introduction of non-linear terms in the displacement fields. The enrichment functions

(for the longitudinal/in-plane displacements) may range from polynomials (among many other authors, Am-

bartsumian [5] and Reddy [6] illustrated the well-known case of third-order kinematics) and trigonometric

functions (for instance, ordinary and hyperbolic sine/cosine functions were respectively used in [7] and [8])

to exponential functions (see [9], for example). Besides, it would be worth mentioning that the transverse
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deflection is in almost all cases assumed to be constant along the thickness direction.

Dealing with laminated composites, one can distinguish two main approaches, namely the equivalent

single-layer (ESL) and layer-wise (LW) theories, according to whether the kinematic fields are described in

a global or discrete way. In ESL theories, the displacement field is assumed to be represented by a unique

expression across the whole thickness of the composite structure. This may lead to acceptable global stress

distributions but completely inappropriate results regarding the interlaminar stresses, and increasing the

order of the displacement field is not supposed to fix the problem [10]. For a detailed literature review on

the use of ESL theories in the general case of laminated composites, the interested reader may refer to [11] and

[12], for instance. In contrast, LW theories rely on piecewise displacement fields, which offer a more realistic

representation of the composite through-thickness kinematics. Discrete LW theories assume independent

displacement fields within each layer, thus making the number of kinematic variables dependent on the

number of layers. The displacement continuity conditions at the interfaces between adjacent layers enable

then the total number of degrees of freedom to be reduced [13, 14]. In order to minimize the computational

cost of the discrete LW class models, one can resort to the well-known zig-zag theory, as in [15], among many

others. In zig-zag models, the in-plane displacements are first defined in a global way (generally using a first-

order representation) and then supplemented by piecewise zig-zag functions which ensure the continuity of

displacements but also transverse stresses at each interface between successive layers (an overview on zig-zag

and refined zig-zag models is available in [16]). Advanced solutions such as those based on Carrera’s unified

formulation (CUF) or generalized unified formulation (GUF) have emerged recently. Further details on these

methods may be found for instance in [17, 18], and benchmark analyses of many theories and models are

gathered in the review articles by Ghugal and Shimpi [19], Zhen and Wanji [20] and Hu et al. [21].

The above-mentioned theories have been so far widely applied to investigate the buckling of sandwich

structures, which can be viewed as special laminated composites. However, dealing with classical sandwich

structures, with typically homogeneous thick and soft core materials compared to the skins, the above model

classes are still not appropriate tools for an accurate description of the complex behavior of the core layer,

especially when the faces are prone to wrinkle.

Furthermore, the post-critical behavior of sandwich structures was considerably less studied in the lit-

erature and the very few contributions concern the axial compression of sandwich columns. Hunt et al.

[22] first investigated not only the critical buckling loads and modes but also the non-linear post-buckling

response of sandwich structures. They put forward analytical and semi-analytical solutions that emphasized

the possible interaction between global (primary) and local (secondary) bifurcation modes. Using a more

advanced model, Hunt and Wadee [23] also studied this interactive buckling phenomenon and captured

the localized pattern of the deformed shape corresponding to the unstable post-buckling response of the

sandwich structure. The post-critical behavior is all the more unstable when the primary and secondary

bifurcation points are close to each other. The latter results were then extended to the case of orthotropic
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core materials [24] and imperfect panels including periodic or localized defects [25]. As for Wadee et al.

[26], they analytically solved the buckling and advanced post-buckling response of sandwich structures using

two different core bending models based on two different beam theories. The same models were finally used

to investigate the interactive buckling phenomenon in a sandwich beam/strut under both compression and

bending [27, 28].

In view of the preceding works, the present study aims at developing a new specific beam-like finite

element model devoted to the analysis of buckling and advanced post-buckling phenomena in sandwich

beam-columns (it can be seen as a generalization of a prior 1D model developed by the authors in the context

of elastic linearized buckling [29], taking now into consideration full geometric and material non-linearities).

Such a 1D model is supposed to be an efficient numerical tool compared to classical 2D (or 3D) finite element

models, where both the skin and core layers are represented as 2D (or 3D) continuous media and discretized

using solid elements. In the interest of accuracy, a particular emphasis is given to the through-thickness

kinematics. While the skins are typically modeled by Timoshenko beams, the displacement fields in the core

layer are defined in accordance with analytical solutions previously derived by the authors in the context of

buckling analysis of sandwich beam-columns under various loadings, without presupposing any kinematic

assumption [30, 31]. Moreover, the case of an elastoplastic core material is handled in the present analysis.

Léotoing et al. [32] already considered this eventuality but, in their numerical study, plasticity only occurs

during the post-critical response so that buckling remains elastic. In the present work, plastic buckling is

examined in the sense that buckling occurs as the core layer behaves plastically.

The original finite element formulation is implemented in a bespoke program whose main objective is

to analyze the global/local buckling of sandwich beam-columns as well as the possible interaction between

these modes during the post-buckling range. The 1D model is formulated in the context of finite plastic-

ity within a total Lagrangian framework. The numerical computations are performed in an incremental

way, with the help of arc-length methods and branch-switching techniques, so as to trace any equilibrium

path (possibly involving snap-through or snap-back phenomena) and bifurcate onto the desired primary or

secondary branches (without the use of any kind of imperfection), respectively. The present results only

concern the case of compressed sandwich columns, for which several responses are observed, depending on

geometric and material parameters. In almost all cases, secondary modes are specifically reached, and the

corresponding modal interaction phenomena are therefore demonstrated to be responsible for the final col-

lapse of the sandwich structure. The outcomes are finally compared with reference numerical results, carried

out by means of a bespoke 2D finite element program involving the same numerical methods, for validation

purposes [31].
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2. Theoretical modeling

2.1. Problem definition

This study focuses on classical symmetric sandwich beam-columns (with identical skins). One considers

a sandwich beam of length L, thicknesses 2hs and 2hc (for the skin and core layers, respectively) and unit

depth (see Fig. 1). The two materials constituting the sandwich structure are assumed to be homogeneous

and isotropic, with a linear elastic behavior for the skins and an elastoplastic constitutive law for the core.

In the plastic regime, the J2 flow theory is adopted and the plastic threshold of the core material is defined

by the von Mises yield function with a linear isotropic hardening. The outline of this paper is to define a

sandwich beam model in order to investigate the buckling and post-buckling response of such structures in

an efficient way. The advanced post-critical behaviors are of special interest, since they particularly involve

multi-scale phenomena. Among the loading conditions giving rise to global or local instabilities, the cases

of compression and pure bending have already been solved analytically in [30]. In particular, the analytical

modal shapes in the core layer, which were obtained without the use of any kinematic assumption, have

shown to be very similar for both loading conditions, and they will thus serve as a basis for the definition of

the 1D enriched numerical model.

Figure 1: Two-dimensional representation of a sandwich beam-column.

2.2. Kinematics and constitutive laws

The present sandwich beam model relies on specific kinematic assumptions for both the skin and core

layers, which result in a proper representation of the through-thickness distribution of strain/stress fields,

especially when dealing with local instabilities.

2.2.1. Skin layers

For convenience purposes, the skin layers are represented by Timoshenko beams accounting for transverse

shear effects. Such a representation makes it possible to deal with all kinds of sandwich beam-columns

including short ones, and is more suited for the description of large rotations occurring at advanced post-

critical states. Let (eX , eY , eZ) be a fixed orthonormal basis, where eX is the neutral axis of the beam in
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hand and eY represents the thickness direction. The displacement field in each face may thus be expressed

as follows in the associated coordinate system, according to Timoshenko-Reissner kinematics [33]:

Ui(X,Y ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
U i(X)− Y sin(θi(X))

V i(X) + Y (cos(θi(X))− 1)

0

(1)

where U i and V i are respectively the longitudinal and transverse displacements of the centroid axis of

the considered face, and θi represents the rotation of its cross-section about the eZ axis, Y being the Y -

coordinate of a current point relative to its mid-axis (the lower and upper skins are respectively identified

with i = a and b).

The Green strain tensor can be therefore written thus:

Ei =
1

2
(∇Ui +∇TUi +∇TUi · ∇Ui) (2)

where the displacement gradient tensor ∇Ui takes the following form in the Cartesian basis (eX , eY , eZ):

∇Ui =


U i,X − Y θ

i
,X cos θi − sin θi 0

V i,X − Y θ
i
,X sin θi cos θi − 1 0

0 0 0

 (3)

Hence, the non-zero strain-displacement relations may be expressed as follows: EiXX = U i,X + 1
2 (U i,X

2
+ V i,X

2
)− Y θi,X ((1 + U i,X ) cos θi + V i,X sin θi) + 1

2Y
2θi,X

2

2EiXY = V i,X cos θi − (1 + U i,X ) sin θi
(4)

In the general case of an isotropic linear elastic material, the Green strain tensor can be related to the

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Σi by the Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff law:

Σi = Ds : Ei = λstr(E
i)I + 2µsE

i (5)

In Eq. (5), the fourth-order elasticity tensor Ds (with subscript •s referring to the skins) is formulated using

the Lamé constants λs and µs, which will be further expressed in terms of the Young’s modulus Es and

the Poisson’s ratio νs as λs = Esνs
(1+νs)(1−2νs) and µs = Es

2(1+νs) . Moreover, I stands for the second-order unit

tensor.

Considering here the anti-plane stress state, only the following non-zero stress components will be involved

in the subsequent developments:  ΣiXX = EsE
i
XX

ΣiXY = 2µsE
i
XY

(6)
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2.2.2. Core layer

The complex behavior of the homogeneous foam core is described on the basis of prior analytical and

numerical developments by the authors. More precisely, the selected displacement field for the core layer

involves modal solutions corresponding to both local and global effects (this issue is discussed in-depth in

[29, 30]).

The displacement field within the core layer is finally given by the following expressions:

Uc(X,Y ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
U c0 (X) + U c1 (X) sinh( πLY ) + F (X,Y )

V c0 (X) cosh( πLY ) + V c1 (X)Y +G(X,Y )

0

(7)

where Y represents the thickness coordinate relative to the mid-axis of the core layer.

The enrichment functions F and G in the previous expressions are intended to describe the local effects

that are likely to occur in the core layer. They are thus defined, in accordance with the analytical expressions

of the associated buckling modes, as the following combinations of hyperbolic sine and cosine functions: F (X,Y ) = φ1(X) cosh(αY ) + φ2(X) sinh(αY ) + φ3(X)Y cosh(αY ) + φ4(X)Y sinh(αY )

G(X,Y ) = φ5(X) cosh(αY ) + φ6(X) sinh(αY ) + φ7(X)Y cosh(αY ) + φ8(X)Y sinh(αY )
(8)

It is important to mention that, in the analytical solutions, parameter α only depends on the wavelength

L
n of the considered mode (with wavenumber n), which has been shown to remain practically unchanged

when varying the geometric and material properties, as far as the first local mode is concerned. Thus, a

unique value of this parameter will be retained for all the subsequent examples. The amplitudes φ2(X),

φ3(X), φ5(X) and φ8(X) are connected to the shape functions associated with the antisymmetric modes

and, conversely, φ1(X), φ4(X), φ6(X) and φ7(X) are related to the symmetric modes. The contribution

of the global mode in Eq. (7) is represented using similar functions where α is replaced by π
L (considering

n = 1 in the analytical expressions). The functions Y cosh(πYL ) and Y sinh(πYL ) are not introduced in this

case as they would give rise to singularities due to redundancy. Indeed, since Y << L, these functions are

far too close to the following ones, sinh(πYL ) and cosh(πYL ), respectively. Moreover, it is worth mentioning

that the two functions sinh(πYL ) and cosh(πYL ) are almost linear and constant, respectively, within the range

considered, so that they can reproduce properly the deformation state of the core layer under bending.

Lastly, a constant component U c0 (X) and a linear one V c1 (X)Y have been added in the expressions of the

longitudinal and transverse displacements, respectively, so as to reproduce also the deformation state under

pure compression.

The facings are presumed to be perfectly bounded to the core layer and ad hoc relationships are thus

added so as to account for the continuity of the displacements at the top and bottom interfaces:
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• at the upper skin/core interface:

Ub(X,−hs) = Uc(X,hc) =⇒



U b + hs sin(θb) = U c0 + U c1 sinh( πLhc) + φ1 cosh(αhc) + φ2 sinh(αhc)

+φ3hc cosh(αhc) + φ4hc sinh(αhc)

V b − hs(cos(θb)− 1) = V c0 cosh( πLhc) + V c1 hc + φ5 cosh(αhc) + φ6 sinh(αhc)

+φ7hc cosh(αhc) + φ8hc sinh(αhc)

(9)

• at the lower skin/core interface:

Ua(X,hs) = Uc(X,−hc) =⇒



Ua − hs sin(θa) = U c0 − U c1 sinh( πLhc) + φ1 cosh(αhc)− φ2 sinh(αhc)

−φ3hc cosh(αhc) + φ4hc sinh(αhc)

V a + hs(cos(θa)− 1) = V c0 cosh( πLhc)− V
c
1 hc + φ5 cosh(αhc)− φ6 sinh(αhc)

−φ7hc cosh(αhc) + φ8hc sinh(αhc)

(10)

Taking into consideration the aforementioned displacement continuity constraints, one can rewrite φ1,

φ2, φ5 and φ6 in terms of the remaining variables as follows:

φ1 = 1
cosh(αhc)

(
1
2 (U b + Ua) + hs

2 (sin(θb)− sin(θa))− U c0 − φ4hc sinh(αhc)
)

φ2 = 1
sinh(αhc)

(
1
2 (U b − Ua) + hs

2 (sin(θb) + sin(θa))− U c1 sinh( πLhc)− φ3hc cosh(αhc)
)

φ5 = 1
cosh(αhc)

(
1
2 (V b + V a)− hs

2 (cos(θb)− cos(θa))− V c0 cosh( πLhc)− φ8hc sinh(αhc)
)

φ6 = 1
sinh(αhc)

(
1
2 (V b − V a)− hs

2 (cos(θb) + cos(θa)− 2)− V c1 hc − φ7hc cosh(αhc)
)

(11)

reducing thus the total number of kinematic unknowns to 14 for the whole sandwich.

Thereby, the in-plane components of the Green strain tensor may be expressed as follows:


EcXX = H̃c

XX + 1
2

(
(H̃c

XX)2 + (H̃c
Y X)2

)
EcY Y = H̃c

Y Y + 1
2

(
(H̃c

Y Y )2 + (H̃c
XY )2

)
2EcXY = H̃c

XY + H̃c
Y X + H̃c

XXH̃
c
XY + H̃c

Y Y H̃
c
Y X

(12)

where the components of the displacement gradient tensor H̃c are given in Appendix A.

Thereafter, the plane stress hypothesis is adopted. Let us introduce accordingly the generalized strain

vector γc = 〈EcXX EcY Y 2EcXY 〉
T

and stress vector sc = 〈ΣcXX ΣcY Y ΣcXY 〉
T

.

In the case of an elastic core material, sc and γc are simply related by the following relationship:

sc = Ccγ
e
c (13)

where Cc refers to the reduced elasticity tensor in plane stress, which may be written as follows in matrix

notation:

Cc =


λ∗c + 2µc λ∗c 0

λ∗c λ∗c + 2µc 0

0 0 µc

 (14)
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with λ∗c = 2λcµc

λc+2µc
.

In the case of an elastoplastic core material, use is made of the von Mises yield criterion with a linear

isotropic hardening. The classical expression of this criterion in a three-dimensional framework is slightly

transformed here so as to fulfill the plane stress condition [34]:

f(sc, A) =
1

2
sTc Psc −

1

3
(σc0 +A(p))2 (A = Hcp) (15)

where P is the deviatoric operator, p is the equivalent plastic strain, and σc0 and Hc stand for the initial

yield stress and the (constant) hardening modulus of the core material, respectively.

Following Green and Naghdi [35], the strain vector γc may be split additively into its elastic and plastic

parts:

γc = γec + γpc (16)

Then, the flow rule is derived from the yield function, according to the generalized standard materials

theory:

γ̇pc = Λ̇
∂f

∂sc
= Λ̇Psc (17)

where the plastic multiplier Λ̇ is related to the equivalent plastic strain rate by:

ṗ = Λ̇

√
2

3
sTc Psc (18)

3. Finite element implementation

3.1. 1D formulation

The governing equations of the problem are derived from the principle of virtual work within a total

Lagrangian framework. The following relation holds for any kinematically admissible displacement variation

δU:

δWint(δU) + δWext(δU) = 0 (19)

On one hand, the virtual work of the internal forces δWint takes the following form:

δWint =−
∑

i=a,b,c

∫
Ωi

Σi: δEidV
i

=−
∫ L

0

(∫ hs

−hs

(ΣaXXδE
a
XX + 2ΣaXY δE

a
XY ) dY +

∫ hc

−hc

(ΣcXXδE
c
XX + ΣcY Y δE

c
Y Y + 2ΣcXY δE

c
XY ) dY

+

∫ hs

−hs

(
ΣbXXδE

b
XX + 2ΣbXY δE

b
XY

)
dY

)
dX

(20)

On the other hand, the only applied forces that will be considered in the sequel are localized at the two

ends of the sandwich beam-column. The external virtual work δWext can thus be written as follows:

δWext = δqT (0)Φ
0

+ δqT (L)Φ
L

(21)
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In Eq. (21), q denotes the following vector of generalized displacements:

q(X) =
〈
U b Ua U b,X Ua,X V b V a V b,X V a,X θb θa θb,X θa,X U c1 U

c
1,X V c0 V c0,X

φ3 φ4 φ7 φ8 φ3,X φ4,X φ7,X φ8,X U c0 U
c
0,X V c1 V c1,X

〉T (22)

where the functions φ1, φ2, φ5, φ6 and their derivatives have been discarded, since they represent auxiliary

variables which depend on the key variables (in vector q) through the continuity conditions (see Appendix

A for the corresponding expressions of the derivatives). Φ0 and Φ
L

represent vectors of generalized forces.

Since in practice only the facings will be involved with the applied forces, the last 16 components of Φ
0

and

Φ
L

, associated to the core generalized displacements, will always be zero.

Detailed expressions are given in the sequel for the contribution of both core and skin layers in the

internal virtual work (20).

3.1.1. Contribution of the facings

The virtual work of the internal forces acting on the skin layers may be expressed as follows:

δWs
int = −

∫ L

0

∫ hs

−hs

(
ΣaXXδE

a
XX + 2ΣaXY δE

a
XY + ΣbXXδE

b
XX + 2ΣbXY δE

b
XY

)
dY dX

= −
∫ L

0

∑
i=a,b

(
(Ni(1 + U i,X )−Qi sin θi +Miθ

i
,X cos θi) δU i,X

+ (NiV i,X +Qi cos θi +Miθ
i
,X sin θi) δV i,X

− (Mi((1 + U i,X ) sin θi − V i,X cos θi) +Qi((1 + U i,X ) cos θi + V i,X sin θi)) δθi

+(Mi((1 + U i,X ) cos θi + V i,X sin θi) + Miθ
i
,X ) δθi,X

)
dX

(23)

where Ni, Qi, Mi and Mi are defined by (for a unit depth):

Ni =

∫ hs

−hs

ΣiXX dY = 2Eshs(U
i
,X +

1

2
((U i,X )2 + (V i,X )2)) +

Esh
3
s

3
(θi,X )2

Qi =

∫ hs

−hs

ΣiXY dY = 2κµshs(−(1 + U i,X ) sin θi + V i,X cos θi)

Mi =

∫ hs

−hs

−Y ΣiXX dY =
2Esh

3
s

3
((1 + U i,X ) cos θi + V i,X sin θi)θi,X

Mi =

∫ hs

−hs

Y 2ΣiXX dY =
2Esh

3
s

3
(U i,X +

1

2
((U i,X )2 + (V i,X )2)) +

Esh
5
s

5
(θi,X )2 =

h2
s

3
Ni +

4Esh
5
s

45
(θi,X )2

(24)
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with κ standing for the shear correction factor (its value is taken here equal to 5
6 , as for homogeneous beams

according to the Timoshenko beam theory).

Hence, Eq. (23) may be rewritten in the following condensed version:

δWs
int = −

∫ L

0

δqT (Ξ̃T
b s̃b + Ξ̃T

a s̃a + b̃s) dX (25)

where Ξ̃i ∈ R3×28, s̃i ∈ R3 and b̃s ∈ R28. Vectors s̃i are defined by:

s̃i = 〈Ni Qi Mi〉T (26)

The non-zero components of matrices Ξ̃i and vector b̃s are listed in Appendix B.

3.1.2. Contribution of the core

In the core layer, the virtual work of the internal forces writes:

δWc
int =−

∫ L

0

∫ hc

−hc

(ΣcXXδE
c
XX + ΣcY Y δE

c
Y Y + 2ΣcXY δE

c
XY ) dY dX (27)

which may be expressed in the following form:

δWc
int = −

∫ L

0

∫ hc

−hc

δqT (HT
c + AT

c (q))sc dY dX (28)

where Hc,Ac ∈ R3×28.

In Eq. (28), Hc and Ac designate respectively the linear and non-linear parts of δWc
int. The non-zero

components of Hc are reported in Appendix B, whereas those of Ac are not introduced as they are too

cumbersome to be presented in this paper.

3.2. Finite element discretization

The problem is now discretized using 3-node isoparametric elements with quadratic shape functions (see

Fig. 2).

ξ = −1

1

ξ = 0

2

ξ = 1

3

N1(ξ) = 1
2ξ(ξ − 1)

N2(ξ) = 1− ξ2

N3(ξ) = 1
2ξ(ξ + 1)

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the interpolation functions of the 3-node reference 1D element.

In view of the kinematic assumptions and continuity conditions, there remain 14 fundamental unknowns

which can be brought together in a unique vector d(X) =
〈
U b(X) Ua(X) V b(X) V a(X) θb(X) θa(X) U c1 (X)

V c0 (X) φ3(X) φ4(X) φ7(X) φ8(X) U c0 (X) V c1 (X)〉T .
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Within a given finite element e, all the components of vector d are interpolated in the same way,

introducing the elementary nodal displacement vector de composed of the 42 degrees of freedom of the given

element and the associated interpolation matrix N:

d = Nde (29)

with de =
〈
de

T

1 de
T

2 de
T

3

〉T
, where dei , d(Xi) =

〈
U b Ua V b V a θb θa U c1 V

c
0 φ3 φ4 φ7 φ8 U

c
0 V

c
1

〉T
i

con-

tains the 14 degrees of freedom of the i-th node of element e.

Finally, the generalized displacement vector q may be expressed in terms of d (by means of a transfor-

mation matrix T including differential operators) and subsequently in terms of de as follows:

q = Td = TNde , Gde (30)

According to all these definitions, Eq. (19) can be rewritten in the following discretized form:

∀δde,
∑
e

∫ 1

−1

δde
T

(
BT
b s̃b + BT

a s̃a + GT b̃s +

∫ hc

−hc

BT
c sc dY

)
Le
2
dξ

= δdT (0)TTΦ
0

+ δdT (L)TTΦ
L

(31)

where: Bi = Ξ̃iG (i = a or b)

Bc = Bc
L + Bc

NL(d) = (Hc + Ac(d))G
(32)

It should be mentioned that the integration with respect to the Y -coordinate has been performed analyt-

ically through the thickness of the skins, while a numerical integration using Gaussian quadratures is carried

out through the core thickness as it involves more complex hyperbolic functions. Besides, the integration

over a real element is replaced by the integration over the reference element, by means of the following

variable change: dX = Le

2 dξ (Le being the elementary length). A reduced numerical integration scheme

(with 2 Gaussian points by element) is employed for the calculation of integrals so as to prevent from any

shear-locking problem.

3.3. Solution procedure

The equilibrium equations (31) may be rewritten into the following concise form:

R(U) = Ψ(U)− F = 0 (33)

where R represents the residual vector, Ψ and F standing for the global internal and external force vectors,

respectively, associated to the global nodal displacement vector U.

The non-linear equation system (33) is solved using the iterative Newton-Raphson procedure, which

requires the computation of the structural tangent stiffness matrix:

KT =
∂R(U)

∂U
=
∂Ψ(U)

∂U
(34)
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The local integration of the state and evolution laws (regarding the core material) is performed using

an implicit Euler scheme and the so-called return mapping algorithm, as described in [34]. In particular,

the consistent elastoplastic tangent operator, needed for the computation of the tangent stiffness matrix, is

evaluated at each iteration n by:

Cep
c =

∂sc
∂γc

= Cc −
NNT

1 + β
(35)

where:

N =
CcPsc√

sTc PCcPsc

β =
2HcsTc Psc

3sTc PCcPsc

(36)

3.3.1. Arc-length method

The nodal displacement vector U is split into two parts: one denoted by Ũ contains the unknown degrees

of freedom, while the other denoted by U contains the prescribed degrees of freedom. The external force

vector and the tangent stiffness matrix are split in a similar way:

U =

 Ũ

U

 F =

 F̃

F

 KT =

 ˜̃
KT K̃T

K̃T KT

 (37)

The computer program is developed so as to handle both prescribed loads and prescribed displacements.

Either the prescribed displacement or the external load is assumed to be proportional:

U = U
0

+ λ̂U
ref

F̃ = λ̂F̃
ref (38)

where λ̂ is the control parameter and U
ref

and F̃
ref

represent reference prescribed quantities (vector U
0

related to zero prescribed displacements does not change the value of U).

A quadratic arc-length method is used in order to proceed on the equilibrium branches in an incremental

way (see [36] and [37]). Given a specific arc-length increment ∆l, the constraint equation is either of the

following relations, depending on whether one has a proportional prescribed displacement or loading:∥∥∥∆Ũ
∥∥∥2

+ ∆λ̂2
∥∥∥Uref∥∥∥2

= ∆l2∥∥∥∆Ũ
∥∥∥2

+ ∆λ̂2C2
ref = ∆l2

(39)

where Cref is a scale parameter which makes the relation consistent dimensionally.

Combining Eq. (39) with the equilibrium equations leads to a quadratic equation in terms of the iterative

correction of the control parameter. When solving this quadratic equation, one may encounter severe

computational difficulties due to complex roots which occur repeatedly. It is found that an efficient way

to cope with these complex roots is to modify the standard solution scheme according to Lam and Morley

[38]. The main idea is to project the residual force onto the external load vector. At a current iteration

13



where complex roots appear, the residual force is split into one component in the load direction and another

component orthogonal to this load. This last component is shown to be mainly responsible for the complex

roots and should be gradually eliminated.

3.3.2. Branching method

Branch-switching techniques are included in the numerical procedure in order to detect the bifurcation

points and bifurcate onto any desired branch. Specific methods are implemented following Riks [36, 39] and

Seydel [40]. They are summarized in the four fundamental steps given below:

1. At the end of each increment, it must be checked whether one has gone across one or several critical

points. The detection of critical points is based on the singularity of the tangent stiffness matrix, which is

factorized following the Crout formula. The critical points are thus determined by counting the number of

negative pivots.

2. Each detected critical point has to be isolated in order to determine its nature: limit point or

bifurcation point. To do this, the current arc-length ∆l is re-estimated several times using a dichotomy-like

method. In the case of prescribed loads, a simple way to distinguish a limit point from a bifurcation point

is to determine the sign of the current stiffness parameter introduced by Bergan et al. [41]:

k =
(F̃

ref
)T ŨFref

(ŨFref )T ŨFref
(40)

where ŨFref =
˜̃
K

−1

T F̃
ref

. The sign of parameter k changes when passing a limit point, whereas it re-

mains unchanged when passing a bifurcation point. In the case of prescribed displacements, parameter k is

computed by:

k = − (K̃TU
ref

)T ŨUref

(ŨUref )T ŨUref

(41)

where ŨUref = − ˜̃K−1

T (K̃TU
ref

).

3. If it is a bifurcation point, the step increment is renewed so as to reach a point just behind the

bifurcation point.

4. Finally, the switching on a bifurcated branch is performed using the mode injection method [40]: at

the first step of a bifurcating branch, the eigenvector Z̃, solution of
˜̃
KT Z̃ = 0, is computed and the following

predictions are used:

δλ̂ = 0 δŨ = ± Z̃∥∥∥Z̃∥∥∥ (42)

4. Analysis, discussion and validation

Sandwich columns under axial compression show two mode patterns immediately following the buckling

onset, mainly depending on the core-to-skin thickness ratio. Indeed, a sufficiently small value of this ratio
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promotes the development of a global mode as a first mode (the critical value of this global mode is lower

than the one corresponding to the first local mode), whereas a larger value of this ratio firstly gives rise to

an antisymmetric/symmetric local mode. In each case, as long as elasticity is concerned, the post-critical

behavior is stable and consists in an amplification of the modal deformed shape. For intermediate thickness

ratios, the global and minimum local critical values are sufficiently close to each other so that the associated

modes may interact during the post-critical stage. This interaction translates in practice into the appearance

of a secondary bifurcation right after the primary one on the stable post-critical branch, which corresponds

to a local mode if the primary mode is global and vice versa. The secondary post-bifurcated response always

reflects an unstable behavior which fatally leads to collapse.

In the following sections, the numerical model presented above is used for the analysis of such post-

buckling behaviors. Non-linear computations are performed for various examples involving either an elastic

or an elastoplastic core material, so as to cover most of the typical post-buckling responses encountered

in the literature. The outcomes are eventually compared with reference numerical results achieved using a

2D finite element program, for validation purposes. Notice that no parametric analysis is performed in the

present paper for conciseness purposes. The interested reader may refer to [30] for more details about the

influence of geometric and material parameters on the buckling response of sandwich beam-columns.

A few preliminary convergence analyses lead us to adopt the same mesh throughout this study, displaying

100 elements along the column length. Besides, a total number of 12 Gaussian points is retained for the

numerical integration through the core thickness in the case of 1D computations. As for the 2D model,

9 eight-node isoparametric quadrangular elements with reduced integration are employed within the core

thickness whereas only one element is used in the thickness of each face.

The displacement boundary conditions defined in [30] and depicted in Fig. 3 are here appropriately

applied at both ends of the column and no further loading is required.

Figure 3: Two-dimensional representation of a sandwich column under axial compression.

At the left end, the longitudinal displacement of both the core and skin layers is prohibited, what

corresponds to the following boundary conditions: U b(0) = Ua(0) = θb(0) = θa(0) = U c1 (0) = φ3(0) =

φ4(0) = U c0 (0) = 0. Conversely, at the right end, a uniform unit displacement is applied throughout the

sandwich thickness in the longitudinal direction, in order to generate compressive stresses in the structure
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and induce a buckling phenomenon: U b(L) = Ua(L) = U c0 (L) = −1 and θb(L) = θa(L) = U c1 (L) = φ3(L) =

φ4(L) = 0. The transverse displacement of an arbitrary point is also fixed so as to prevent the column from

rigid modes.

Based upon prior parametric analyses achieved for several geometric and material configurations, pa-

rameter α is definitively set at the following value:

α =
π

20
mm−1 (43)

4.1. Elastic core material

For the sake of brevity, only two illustrative examples, both involving a modal interaction phenomenon,

will be addressed below. The considered geometric and material parameters are summarized in Table 1

(with two possible core thicknesses).

Es (MPa) Ec (MPa) νs νc L (mm) hs (mm) hc (mm)

50000 70 0.3 0.4 300 0.5 10-30

Table 1: Material and geometric parameters of the elastic sandwich column

4.1.1. Case 1: hc = 10 mm

This example is intended to illustrate the interaction between a global primary mode and a local secondary

one. The resulting 1D post-buckling response (force-displacement curve identified at the right end of the

sandwich column) is depicted in Fig. 4, together with the 2D reference response.

One can readily notice that these equilibrium curves display three distinct parts. The first part is perfectly

linear and represents the proportional evolution of the normal force with the enforced displacement during

the pre-critical stage. It ends by the occurrence of a primary bifurcation point, which is followed by a

plateau. This second part, corresponding to the primary post-bifurcated branch, keeps until the emergence

of a secondary bifurcation point. Beyond this point, the third part is characterized by a significant drop of

the whole sandwich strength leading to an unstable collapse.

Fig. 5 illustrates successive 1D and 2D deformed shapes (observed at advanced post-critical states

after each bifurcation point) that show to be quite similar between each other. Let us mention that all

the deformed shapes resulting from the 1D model have been rebuilt into actual 2D shapes as follows: the

deformed mid-lines of the upper and lower skins are represented from the U b(X), V b(X) and Ua(X), V a(X)

fields, respectively, while the deformed shape of the foam core is plotted as a function of the Y -coordinate

by substituting the calculated U c0 (X), U c1 (X), V c0 (X), V c1 (X), φ1(X), φ2(X), φ3(X), φ4(X), φ5(X), φ6(X),

φ7(X) and φ8(X) fields in Eq. (7).
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Figure 4: 1D versus 2D force-end shortening response of a sandwich column with an elastic foam core (hc/hs = 20).

It seems obvious that the sandwich column buckles first in a global mode (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). Then,

the occurrence of the secondary bifurcation point is marked by the appearance of corrugations starting

from the ends of the faces, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Several computations have shown that these

geometric localizations were more or less likely to spread along the sandwich column, depending mainly on

the thickness ratio hc/hs.

(a) 1D global primary deformed shape

(b) 2D global primary deformed shape

(c) 1D local secondary deformed shape

(d) 2D local secondary deformed shape

Figure 5: Global-local interaction phenomenon in a sandwich column (magnification factor: sf =1).

Let V now be the deflection of the lower skin mid-line at the right end of the column, near the geometric

localization. The value of V is plotted against the enforced displacement U in Fig. 6, in both 1D and

2D cases. This feature confirms once more the fair accordance between the two models and therefore the

accuracy of the developed 1D model.
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Let us finally mention that, with a few adjustments in the boundary conditions and the use of geometric

imperfections, this global-local interaction was already discussed in [32] (by the way, the numerical investi-

gations performed by these authors have shown that this problem is very sensitive to the form and size of

the initial imperfections). In the present study, the numerical solutions do not depend on any imperfection

since the perfect equilibrium curves are obtained here.
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Figure 6: Comparison between 1D and 2D deflections of the lower skin at the right end of the sandwich column with hc/hs = 20.

4.1.2. Case 2: hc = 30 mm

With a sufficiently thick core layer, the primary buckling mode is expected to be local and the modal

interaction, if any, takes place with a global secondary mode. This phenomenon is precisely illustrated in

this example. As in the previous case, the post-critical responses depicted in Fig. 7 show also three different

parts. One can notice here that, as soon as the first bifurcation point is reached, it is tracked by a second

critical point. The primary and secondary critical displacements predicted by the 1D and 2D models are

again in good accordance (the relative error does not even reach 2% in the worst case). Nevertheless, it can

be seen that, beyond the secondary bifurcation, the two responses take separate post-critical branches.

The 1D and 2D deformed shapes observed after each bifurcation point are shown in Fig. 8. Following

the primary bifurcation, it can be observed that the local modes predicted are antisymmetric in both 1D

and 2D cases. However, they respectively display 16 and 15 half-waves, as seen in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) (for

comparison purposes, the analytical model by Douville and Le Grognec [30] provides a local mode with

16 half-waves). This slight difference may potentially explain the disagreement observed in Figs. 8(c) and

8(d). Indeed, crossing the secondary bifurcation point, the two models provide distinct solutions in terms
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of deformed shape, yet both of them display a global form: the first one (Fig. 8(c)) can be seen as a global

mode obtained with clamped-guided boundary conditions, whereas the last one (Fig. 8(d)) corresponds to

the global mode of a simply-supported column.
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Figure 7: 1D versus 2D force-end shortening response of a sandwich column with an elastic foam core (hc/hs = 60).

(a) 1D local primary deformed shape (sf =10)

(b) 2D local primary deformed shape (sf =10)

(c) 1D global secondary deformed shape (sf =5)

(d) 2D global secondary deformed shape (sf =10)

Figure 8: Local-global interaction phenomena in sandwich columns.

Eventually, the resulting primary and secondary critical displacements from both cases 1 and 2 are

summarized up in Table 2.
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Numerical model Primary bifurcation (mm) Secondary bifurcation (mm)

Case 1 1D 1.128 1.93

2D 1.128 1.93

Case 2 1D 2.144 2.184

2D 2.154 2.221

Table 2: Primary and secondary critical displacements of relatively thin and thick elastic sandwich columns

4.2. Elastoplastic core material

As in the elastic case discussed above, two columns with an elastoplastic core material are considered

here for illustrative purposes, one with a thick core layer and the other one with a thin core layer. In all the

envisaged cases, the yield stress σc0 is chosen to be sufficiently small so that buckling occurs in the plastic

regime. Other examples, where the buckling phenomenon takes place in the elastic regime and plasticity

arises after the primary or secondary bifurcation point, were also treated, but the corresponding results are

not presented here since they do not bring anything new. Indeed, in such circumstances, the post-critical

response often appears quite similar to those stated above. The most significant difference concerns the

unstable secondary behavior, namely the drop of the sandwich strength which is sharper in plasticity.

4.2.1. Case of a relatively thick core layer

The specimen considered in this example has the geometric and material parameters of Table 1, except

the core thickness which is taken equal to 35 mm. As in [31], the hardening modulus and the yield stress

are Hc = 50 MPa and σc0 = 0.28 MPa, respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the post-critical responses obtained with the 1D and 2D models. In each case, one observes

a snap-back behavior, characterized by a turning point which immediately follows the bifurcation point.

Though, the 1D response displays a second turning point, which does not appear in the 2D curve.

The deformed shapes depicted in Fig. 10 reveal that the 1D and 2D models give different post-critical

solutions, in accordance with Fig. 9. In both cases, the sandwich column buckles first locally, with very close

critical displacements (the relative error between the two models is around 3%). The 1D solution displays

an antisymmetric mode with 16 half-waves (Fig. 10(a)), whereas the 2D solution gives a symmetric one

with 14 half-waves (Fig. 10(b)). Let us recall that, for this example, the analytical solution obtained in [31]

predicts an antisymmetric buckling mode with 15 half-waves (the existence of a number of modes having

substantially the same critical value justifies the arbitrary nature of the numerical solutions). Thereafter, the

buckling mode type (antisymmetric/symmetric) and the associated half-wave number may influence once

again the post-critical response and explain the discrepancies between the 1D and 2D results. Hence, the

1D and 2D modal deformed shapes localize in different manners: with the 1D model, the plastic localization
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appears at the end of the upper skin (Fig. 10(c)), while it occurs at mid-span and both ends of the sandwich

column with the 2D model.
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Figure 9: 1D and 2D force-end shortening response of a thick sandwich column with an elastoplastic foam core.

(a) 1D antisymmetric local mode

(b) 2D symmetric local mode

(c) 1D plastic localization

(d) 2D plastic localization

Figure 10: Successive post-critical deformed shapes of a thick elastoplastic sandwich column (sf =10).

4.2.2. Case of a relatively thin core layer

Under some particular conditions, the core material may fail in shear due to its low transverse shear

strength. This phenomenon, referred to as shear crimping and generally viewed as a global instability, was

quite investigated in the last decades and Sullins et al. [42], among other researchers, provided related design

rules for axially compressed sandwich structures. Among the very few experimental works investigating the

buckling of sandwich beam-columns, Stiftinger and Rammerstorfer [43] particularly observed this failure
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mode using specimens made up of high strength aluminum alloy skin layers (elastic) and a crushable foam

core material. Next, this special case is illustrated by considering a particular example from [32]. Table 3

provides the corresponding geometric and material properties. Notice that, unlike Léotoing et al. [32], one

describes here the shear crimping response of the perfect sandwich column, without the use of any kind of

imperfection (this extremely unstable behavior is shown again to be highly sensitive to imperfections).

Es (MPa) Ec (MPa) νs νc Hc (MPa) σc0 (MPa) L (mm) hs (mm) hc (mm)

70000 175 0.3 0.4 150 1.21 470 0.9 25

Table 3: Material and geometric parameters for the analysis of the shear crimping phenomenon.

The obtained 1D post-critical response is again compared to the 2D one in Fig. 11.

One can readily notice that the two responses are in perfect accordance, both displaying a sharp snap-

back. Accordingly, the sandwich column buckles only once, in a global way, and a plastic localization occurs

almost immediately after, making the structure unstable and thus leading suddenly to collapse.
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Figure 11: 1D versus 2D force-end shortening response of a sandwich column with an elastoplastic foam core (shear crimping

behavior).

Fig. 12 illustrates the plastic localization right after its occurrence (Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)) and at an

advanced post-critical level (Figs. 12(c) and 12(d)). These deformed shapes show that the localization ini-

tially placed at the center of the column slightly extends on both sides during the post-critical advancement.

The 1D results are here again in conformity with those of the 2D model.
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(a) Onset of localization (1D)

(b) Onset of localization (2D)

(c) 1D advanced localization

(d) 2D advanced localization

Figure 12: Successive post-critical deformed shapes of a thin elastoplastic sandwich column (sf =2).

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a 1D finite element model devoted to the buckling and post-buckling analysis of sand-

wich beam-columns in an efficient way. In this model, the skins are classically represented by Timoshenko-

Reissner beams that may undergo large rotations, whereas special hyperbolic functions are employed so as to

describe the displacement profiles along the core thickness. This kinematics is perfectly suited for this issue

as it is based on earlier analytical investigations whose results naturally involve such hyperbolic functions

in both cases of global and local buckling modes.

The problem is discretized using 3-node Lagrangian 1D elements with 14 degrees of freedom per node.

The implemented finite element model includes finite plasticity, arc-length methods and branch-switching

procedures so as to deal with the elastic/plastic post-buckling response of sandwich beam-columns up to

advanced deformation states. Therefore, such a numerical tool enables one to browse most of the possible

post-buckling responses in an efficient way.

Several post-critical behaviors of sandwich columns are particularly investigated here, considering either

an elastic or an elastoplastic foam core material. The true elastoplastic equilibrium paths are calculated

with a very good accuracy, without resorting to initial imperfections.

• In elasticity, examples presenting secondary bifurcation points are discussed and the underlying modal

interaction phenomena are shown to inevitably lead to unstable collapse.

• In plasticity, no secondary bifurcation point is observed but the primary deformed shapes, either local

or global, tend to localize, what corresponds in most cases to a sharp snap-back phenomenon.

In all cases, the 1D results are compared with analogous reference 2D computations, performed for validation

purposes. The good accordance between these numerical models attests the validity of the designed 1D tool

at a substantially reduced computational cost.
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Appendix A. Useful expressions in the core layer

The displacement gradient tensor components in the foam core write:

H̃c
XX = U c0,X + U c1,X sinh( πLY ) + φ1,X cosh(αY ) + φ2,X sinh(αY ) + φ3,XY cosh(αY ) + φ4,XY sinh(αY )

H̃c
XY = U c1

π
L cosh( πLY ) + φ1α sinh(αY ) + φ2α cosh(αY ) + φ3[cosh(αY ) + Y α sinh(αY )]

+φ4[sinh(αY ) + Y α cosh(αY )]

H̃c
Y X = V c0,X cosh( πLY ) + V c1,XY + φ5,X cosh(αY ) + φ6,X sinh(αY ) + φ7,XY cosh(αY ) + φ8,XY sinh(αY )

H̃c
Y Y = V c0

π
L sinh( πLY ) + V c1 + φ5α sinh(αY ) + φ6α cosh(αY ) + φ7[cosh(αY ) + Y α sinh(αY )]

+φ8[sinh(αY ) + Y α cosh(αY )]

(A.1)

Taking into account the displacement continuity constraints at the skin/core interfaces, φ1,X , φ2,X , φ5,X

and φ6,X may be given by the following expressions:

φ1,X = 1
cosh(αhc)

(
1
2 (U b,X + Ua,X ) + hs

2 (θb,X cos θb − θa,X cos θa)− U c0,X − φ4,Xhc sinh(αhc)
)

φ2,X = 1
sinh(αhc)

(
1
2 (U b,X − U

a
,X ) + hs

2 (θb,X cos θb + θa,X cos θa)− U c1,X sinh( πLhc)− φ3,Xhc cosh(αhc)
)

φ5,X = 1
cosh(αhc)

(
1
2 (V b,X + V a,X ) + hs

2 (θb,X sin θb − θa,X sin θa)− V c0,X cosh( πLhc)− φ8,Xhc sinh(αhc)
)

φ6,X = 1
sinh(αhc)

(
1
2 (V b,X − V

a
,X ) + hs

2 (θb,X sin θb + θa,X sin θa)− V c1,Xhc − φ7,Xhc cosh(αhc)
)

(A.2)

Appendix B. Useful vectors and matrices

Matrices Ξ̃b and Ξ̃a are defined by the following non-zero components:

Ξ̃b(1, 3) = 1 + U b,X

Ξ̃b(1, 7) = V b,X

Ξ̃b(1, 11) =
h2
s

3
θb,X

Ξ̃b(2, 3) = − sin θb

Ξ̃b(2, 7) = cos θb

Ξ̃b(2, 9) = −(1 + U b,X ) cos θb − V b,X sin θb

Ξ̃b(3, 3) = θb,X cos θb

Ξ̃b(3, 7) = θb,X sin θb

Ξ̃b(3, 9) = θb,X (−(1 + U b,X ) sin θb + V b,X cos θb)
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Ξ̃b(3, 11) = (1 + U b,X ) cos θb + V b,X sin θb

Ξ̃a(1, 4) = 1 + Ua,X

Ξ̃a(1, 8) = V a,X

Ξ̃a(1, 12) =
h2
s

3
θa,X

Ξ̃a(2, 4) = − sin θa

Ξ̃a(2, 8) = cos θa

Ξ̃a(2, 10) = −(1 + Ua,X ) cos θa − V a,X sin θa

Ξ̃a(3, 4) = θa,X cos θa

Ξ̃a(3, 8) = θa,X sin θa

Ξ̃a(3, 10) = θa,X (−(1 + Ua,X ) sin θa + V a,X cos θa)

Ξ̃a(3, 12) = (1 + Ua,X ) cos θa + V a,X sin θa

(B.1)

The non-zero components of vector b̃s are given by:

b̃s(11) =
4Esh

5
s

45
(θb,X )3 b̃s(12) =

4Esh
5
s

45
(θa,X )3 (B.2)

The non-zero components of matrix Hc are:

Hc(1, 3) =
cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
+

sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(1, 4) =
cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
− sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(1, 11) =
hs cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
+
hs sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(1, 12) =
hs sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)
− hs cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)

Hc(1, 14) = sinh(
π

L
Y )−

sinh(αY ) sinh( πLhc)

sinh(αhc)

Hc(1, 21) = Y cosh(αY )− hc sinh(αY )

tanh(αhc)

Hc(1, 22) = Y sinh(αY )− hc tanh(αhc) cosh(αY )

Hc(1, 26) = 1− cosh(αY )

cosh(αhc)

Hc(2, 5) =
α sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
+
α cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(2, 6) =
α sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
− α cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(2, 15) =
π

L
sinh(

π

L
Y )−

α sinh(αY ) cosh( πLhc)

cosh(αhc)
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Hc(2, 19) = cosh(αY ) + Y α sinh(αY )− hcα cosh(αY )

tanh(αhc)

Hc(2, 20) = sinh(αY ) + Y α cosh(αY )− hc tanh(αhc)α sinh(αY )

Hc(2, 27) = 1− hcα cosh(αY )

sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 1) =
α sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
+
α cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 2) =
α sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
− α cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 7) =
sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)
+

cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)

Hc(3, 8) =
cosh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
− sinh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 9) =
hsα sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)
+
hsα cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 10) =
hsα cosh(αY )

2 sinh(αhc)
− hsα sinh(αY )

2 cosh(αhc)

Hc(3, 13) =
π

L
cosh(

π

L
Y )−

α sinh( πLhc) cosh(αY )

sinh(αhc)

Hc(3, 16) = cosh(
π

L
Y )−

cosh( πLhc) cosh(αY )

cosh(αhc)

Hc(3, 17) = cosh(αY ) + Y α sinh(αY )− hcα cosh(αY )

tanh(αhc)

Hc(3, 18) = sinh(αY ) + Y α cosh(αY )− hcα tanh(αhc) sinh(αY )

Hc(3, 23) = Y cosh(αY )− hc sinh(αY )

tanh(αhc)

Hc(3, 24) = Y sinh(αY )− hc tanh(αhc) cosh(αY )

Hc(3, 25) = − sinh(αY )

cosh(αhc)

Hc(3, 28) = Y − hc sinh(αY )

sinh(αhc)
(B.3)
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